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Goal

Develop both theoretical and practical aspects of building 

distributed files systems scalable to exascale supporting 

millions of nodes and billions of concurrent IO requests

FusionFS Design

The system prototype, FusionFS distributed file system, is 

deployed on the IBM Blue Gene/P supercomputer

Scalable Performance

FusionFS I/O throughput: 2.5 TB/s on 16K nodes                                            Metadata rate: 100K ops / sec on 1K nodes

Features

a) Caching: a single namespace unifies FusionFS and remote parallel file systems; perform degrade is expected when cache is full

b) Built-in compression: virtual chunks maintain a high compression ratio and small computational overhead; overall time is reduced

c) Space-efficient data redundancy: GPU acceleration and erasure coding enable data reliability with high space efficiency

d) Provenance tracking: distributed provenance capture incurs small overhead and achieves high efficiency

Motivation

Current architecture (compute nodes are remotely 

connected to storage nodes) would not scale at exascale

Proposed Storage Architecture

A node-local distributed storage coexists with the conventional 

remote parallel file system

Architectural change

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Conclusion and Future Work

 Collocation of data and computation (i.e. data locality) is a promising approach to achieve scalable performance for extreme-scale 

HPC systems

 Metadata has the potential to become the new I/O bottleneck for some HPC workloads (e.g. many small files), thus needs to be dealt 

with in a distributed manner, just like data itself

 FusionFS will be integrated with other workflow systems such as Swift

 FusionFS will be simulated at one-million node scale for a variety of scientific workloads
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